Leveraging a common ID badge, Salamander improves school safety and accountability by creating a link between schools and first responders.

When a situation arises, school administrators, teachers, and first responders can easily and accurately account for their students. Accountability information captured by schools is shared with response agencies to create a common operating picture during emergencies, enabling responders to swiftly take command of the situation. Salamander creates clarity in the midst of chaos.

**TAG**
- Produce ID badges for staff, students, and even equipment
- Store basic student information in the encrypted TAG, and sensitive information in the cloud database, accessible only to those with permission
- Add linear bar code (student ID) to tag for day-to-day use
- Produce temporary badges
- TAG inventory and equipment for issuance

**TRACK**
- Staff and emergency responders TRACK students and faculty in real-time during a crisis
- TRACK daily school activities, such as emergency drills, field trips, extracurricular activities, dances, and bus attendance
- Know who has been issued equipment and manage inventory alerts and reports

**REPORT**
- Pull accurate information to improve communication and decision making during events
- Daily use reports
- Analyze drill activity / times to improve practices
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USE THE SYSTEM TRUSTED BY FIRST RESPONDERS

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
During an emergency, account for students and staff by scanning their ID badges. Information is shared with local first responders, who can take immediate action. First responders can also account for students and staff using their own Salamander tracking solutions. The scan shows when, where, and by whom.

FIELD TRIPS / OFF-PREMISES EVENTS & ATHLETICS
Scan ID badges at every touchpoint (from leaving school, to boarding the bus, arriving to destination, to back on the bus, and arriving at school). The scan shows when, where, and by whom.

CLASSROOM ACCOUNTABILITY
A simple scan occurs when students enter school and then when they enter and leave classrooms. The scan shows when, where, and by whom.

TRANSPORTATION / BUSSING ACCOUNTABILITY
Scan student's ID badges when they board and leave the bus. The scan shows when, where, and by whom.

DRILLS
A simple scan occurs when students and staff arrive to the safe zone. The scan shows when, where, and by whom.

TIME & ATTENDANCE
A simple scan occurs when staffing enter school and then when they exit the school.

ON-PREMISES EVENTS
A scan occurs when both staff and students enter school, confirming their status allowing or denying access.

These workflows are examples and are customizable

RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION

SalamanderLive is the web-based tool used to create interoperable student and staff ID badges, providing optimal situational awareness during events, emergencies, and day-to-day. It is the core of INTELLIGENT ACCOUNTABILITY™

TRACK APP
Scan ID badges to account for students and staff during emergencies, events, and day-to-day.

INVENTORY APP
TRACK equipment issued to students and staff.

SIV
Confirm student and staff status (employed, enrolled, expelled, etc...).

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Import equipment, pull reports, and set up alerts to have full visibility to your inventory.
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